
Question Answer

General General

Please let us know new office's address 
Kasumigaseki building, 3-2-5 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

24FL

Would it be possible for us to receive excel or editable format to fill "Section 5 - Bid Questionnaire 

(please find the attached)" instead of PDF format? SNAR will destribute editable versions. 

Would you require us to submit a hard copy of financial statement by January 9th, 2020? Yes. The financial statement does not need to be audited in Japan. 

Audio Visual Audio Visual

General Question 

Can we understand that wall and ceiling reinforcement, conduit installation, anchoring and 

electricity will be prepared by building ? 
Correct. Done by B work

For new purchasing devices, would you accept local alternative ? If not, could you share us the reason 

why those models are chosen?  
Note that Cisco and Polycom are the only pre-determined brands, this is to ensure enterprise integration.

Meeting room 1

Since the Desk is movable, shall we prepare 

outlet receptacle for HDMI ? (and where shall we install?)

Please suggest based on the attached document. Floor box will prepare by B work.

Reference "20191220_AfDB_ITAV QA_plan"

How would you like to use monitor and projector? Are those will be connected ? Which TV 

conference system will you use?

SNAR will use existing Polycom VC system at the MTG RM-1. The projector screen at MTG RM1 and  rest of 

monitors at MTG RM-2 & 3 need to be connected to duplicate a main screen when presenting a 

presentation. SNAR also wants to connect one of the VC system screen to the projector and the rest of 

screens to reflect the VC screen in all the monitors.  

Could you let us know the complete model name of the Polycom VC Systems? Polycom Group Series 500

Do you own an equipment to extend cables for connecting Polycom Codec to the  camera and the 

mic?
No we do not have, please include it in the quotation. 

The screen GEA-RC120HDW has a wall mount switch, but we suggest remote controll. Wich do you 

prefer?
Remote Controlled system is also preffered.

GEA-RC120HDW is 16:9, but the projector is 16:10. Would it be better to select 16:10 screen such as 

GEA-120WXW?
 Please change it to GEA-100WXW (100in, 16:10). 

Meeting room 2

Since the Desk is movable, shall we prepare 

outlet receptacle for HDMI ? (and where shall we install?)

Please suggest based on the attached document. Floor box will prepare by B work.

Reference "20191220_AfDB_ITAV QA_plan"

TV has been selected, but would you watch local TV program, BS and CS? Shall we select Monitor 

instead ? 
A Monitor can be suggested. 

On The floor map, it states 1 TV required, but on the BoM, it states 2 TV requires, which one is 

correct?
The correct quantity is 2. One on each side wall.

Meeting Room 3

Since the Desk is movable, shall we prepare 

outlet receptacle for HDMI ? (and where shall we install?)

Please suggest based on the attached document. Floor box will prepare by B work.

Reference "20191220_AfDB_ITAV QA_plan"

TV has been selected, but would you watch local TV program, BS and CS? Shall we select Monitor 

instead ? 
A Monitor can be suggested. 

On The floor map, it states 1 TV required, but on the BoM, it states 2 TV requires, which one is 

correct?
The correct quantity is 2. One on each side wall.

Meeting room 4

How many HDMI will we need to prepare?Shall we prepare x1 HDMI cable? If so, can we wire from 

the wall to under floor and put the HDMI plug on the desk?
One HDMI is OK. Monitor will mount by furniture bracket.

Open Office

How many HDMI will we need to prepare?Shall we prepare x1 HDMI cable? If so,how would you like 

to install?
HDMI cable is not required. The images shown are security camera images and TV. 

It states we prepare the monitor arm, but can we understand that we are not going to use the 

existing monitor blacket? 
You can reuse the existing bracket also.

Storage

What conference system will you use? Polycom

IDF room

Do you have the permmision from building that we can install the anntena cable on behalf?
The building's common TV antenna line will set up in IDF by B work.

Distribution from IDF to terminals shall be AV work.

Please let us know where the EPS located. EPS is located in front of the office.

How many anntena cable do we ned to prepare? It will be viewed in three places.

Meeting room 1-3

Can we understand that you combine Meeting 1 and 2 + make meeting room 3 as a separated room?

Please plan so that the operation shown on the left (as MTG RM-1,2, and 3 as one large room) is possible.

Other possible variations are; 

MTG RM-1 and 2 as one room, MTG RM-3 as a separate room

MTG RM-2 and 3 as one room, MTG RM-1 as a separate room

IT cabling and devices IT cabling and devices

Can we expect that we can exclude purchasing + installing cameras Please including cameras for AV use. 

    Related to above queries - Sorry, I meant security camera do we need to purchase and istall the 

seurity camera? If the Part number for security camera is provided on Document, please let us know 

which page is it mentioned.

Security camera will be purchased separately and not included in this bid.

You preferred CAT6, but do you have any preferred maker There are no preffered brands

    Related to above queries -Is the OA floor hight in the existing office 80mm as same as the new 

office? If not, and if you are planning to bring the existing rack + purchasing one new rack, you need 

additional x1 80mm channel base for the existing rack.

SLA : 

On Day-1, there will be total of 2 racks; 

1 set of a new rack + a new channel base, 

and another set of an existing rack + an existing channel base.

  

So new purchase will be 1 set of a rack and a channel base.  

Could you share  us what system do you use for AV and VC? Polycom

 Can we quote new switch with exactly same BOM as your existing switch ? or please let us know the 

complete BOM.

The general Part number of the switch has been shared in the Bid document, Switch should have the 

general characteristics as shown in the Bid document.

    Related to above queries -I have read the docment and confirmed the Part number AP and Switch, 

but how about the DNA license for AP, warranty for the AP and switch, stack cable need/no 

need,etc... ? Would prepare all bundle items by yourself so we can only prepare the device and AC 

cable?

Please prepare the full BOM for procurement, this includes OS, required Licences, Stack cable, AC cable.

Also, Include implmentation or installation or costs where applicable

BOM BOM

Could you share with us the details of the  Conference translation system? What audio is to be 

translated, VC ? Local?

 Theere is English << ====>> French translation, 2 way, between HQ and the Japan office. This is 

Implemented as an ad-on to the VC system. Note that the current setup will be migrated and no 

Modification is required on the existing system

Regarding the new ‘Cisco Catalyst 3650 48 PoE+ 4X1G’ on the BOM list, could you please confirm 

which specific model is required?

■WS-C3650-48PS-L	Standalone with Optional Stacking 48 10/100/1000 Ethernet PoE+ and 4x1G 

Uplink ports, with 640WAC power supply, 1 RU, LAN Base feature set 

■WS-C3650-48PS-S	Standalone with Optional Stacking 48 10/100/1000 Ethernet PoE+ and 4x1G 

Uplink ports, with 640WAC power supply, 1 RU, IP Base feature set 

■WS-C3650-48PS-E	Standalone with Optional Stacking 48 10/100/1000 Ethernet PoE+ and 4x1G 

Uplink ports, with 640WAC power supply, 1 RU, IP Services feature set 

WS-C3650-48PS-S. Note that you have to configure the full BOM to include Stack Cable, AC cable, OS 


